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What’s your SDG story? 
As part of the integrated action planning process, developing a shared 
vision helps all stakeholders involved to work in the same direction. 
Visions are not made out of the blue – they show a desirable future in 
which present and upcoming challenges have been overcome or resolved. 

The 2030 agenda already provides a global blueprint for transforming 
our world, but having a local vision is essential to focus on overcoming 
local challenges and is part of the SDG localisation process (step 2: 
Setting a shared SDGs agenda, as outlined in Module 0). 

To develop future visions aligned with the 2030 Agenda, Global Goals 
for Cities (GG4C) partners co-created so-called “SDG Stories” describing 
what the city would be like in 2030, when the SDGs have been achieved. 

The concept of SDG Stories borrows from the future vision 
of the GG4C Lighthouse city Espoo, whose future vision is 
called “the Espoo Story”. It describes where the city is coming 
from, where it is currently at, and where they are going to 
become “the most sustainable city in Europe”. 
    

https://www.espoo.fi/en/city-espoo/espoo-story
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Diff erent tools and methods were used to 
develop the SDG Stories:  

   The Newspaper of Tomorrow (p. 10)

   A “market” of goals and targets (p. 18)

These methods are described in the examples included in this Module 
(see acknowledgements for credits regarding the methods presented).  

Photo credit: GG4C partner cities Schiedam (top) and Glasgow (bottom)
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Backcasting – setting the 
“North star” vision
Backcasting is an approach to planning where rather than making a fore-
cast about a predictable future, one starts from a vision to be achieved 
in the future and then work backwards to defi ne the steps and actions 
needed to reach that vision, sometimes referred to as the “North Star”. 

Backcasting is a normative process concerned with desirable future(s) 
rather than likely future scenarios.  

Coined by John B. Robinson from the University of Waterloo (Canada) in 
1982, backcasting fits perfectly with the URBACT method and using 
the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs as the “North star” for sustainable 
integrated urban development. 

Illustration of the backcasting approach 

Using the Backcasting logic, we start by defi ning where we want to be 
in 2030 – the “SDG Story” vision – then look at where we are now (the 
starting point) and set the ambitions needed along the way. 

For more information about Backcasting using sustainable 
development principles see the Natural Step Canada’s 
method.   

https://www.naturalstep.ca/backcasting
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Visioning method: the 
Newspaper of Tomorrow (I/II)
GG4C partners used a method adapted from the URBACT Toolbox 
and the VISIONS+21 toolbox to build their SDG Story visions (see 
acknowledgements and credits at the end of the module).  

The aim of this exercise is to turn fi ctive newspaper headlines 
into a positive future vision for the city.  

In preparation, the organising team develops fi ctive newspaper headlines 
based on realistic but “exaggerated” scenarios for the city’s development, 
for example, house prices continue to increase (if this is the trend), car 
use grows, fl oods continue to occur, etc (see examples to the right). 
The newspaper headlines are used in a workshop with local stake-
holders involved in developing the future vision, turning negative 
scenarios around and imagining what the city would look like when 
those challenges have been overcome.    

The Vision+21 toolbox 
(in French only)

The URBACT version of 
the exercise Fictive newspaper 

headlines based on some 
of the key challenges 
identifi ed in the GG4C 
baseline assessment. 

Full list of examples. 

https://urbact.eu/toolbox-home/newspaper-tomorrow
https://www.strategicdesignscenarios.net/visions21-toolkit/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11GC1bMqooVB6GxwrIdwBCKGz0gCyMl9F/view
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Visioning method: the 
Newspaper of Tomorrow (II/II) 

   Time needed: 2-3 hours

   Participants: 20-50 maximum, divided into groups of 4-5.

1. Getting familiar and selecting the challenges (ca 45 min)

Each group reads, discusses and selects the Newspaper headings that 
are most relevant/important to them. Participants add their own if some-
thing is missing. 

2. Exhibit with all the selected challenges (ca 15 min)

Place all the challenges that the groups picked on a wall, to have a common 
look at the ones picked by each group. Comment on the most recurring 
ones, any new additions, etc.

Tip: to limit the selection, have all participants vote on the top ones (6-8) 
to focus on (e.g. distribute 10 stickers per participants and let them vote).
   

Workshop  

3. Building narratives (ca 60 min)

Again in the groups, participants take their picked challenges and imagine 
the city in the future, where these challenges have been overcome. The 
group then writes down a small narrative describing this future city. 

Tip: instead of writing, you can also ask your participants to draw or record 
a short video with their future story. 

4. Link to the SDGs (ca 15 min)

To link the narrative to the SDGs, add an additional step: by reading the 
SDGs and targets, ask participants to link the narrative to the most rele-
vant goals. They can place the chosen SDG icons next to the narrative. 

5. Recording and/or sharing between subgroups (depending 
on number of groups)

Allow the groups to present their results quickly to each other, possibly 
recoding in simple phone camera recording when they read out the 
future narrative. 

You can also make videos in “news reports” from the future style, for 
example. 

Use the inputs from the workshop to create the SDG Story in any desired 
format (e.g. video, newspaper article, infographic).     
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Reggio Emilia’s SDG Story in 
nine chapters 
The local team in Reggio Emilia (Italy) used the Newspaper of 
Tomorrow method to develop an SDG Story with nine chapters. The 
chapters describe how the city „won the challenge of sustainability“ 
by 2031 in diff erent ways. 

   Chapter 1: The city of ten minutes. 

   Chapter 2: Young Families Want to Experience Social Housing Here! 

   Chapter 3: No longer just welcoming, but inclusion. 

   Chapter 4: Excellence starts with schools. 

   Chapter 5: Winning the challenge with digital.

   Chapter 6: Defeating poverty, in Reggio it is possible.

   Chapter 8: A green wave colours the city.

   Chapter 9: The primacy of our city for the quality of life is still 
 undefeated. 

The city of Reggio Emilia seriously took its role as a key player and 
protagonist of the sustainability challenge during the well-known 
“Decade of Action”. Today, in 2031, we can proudly say that our city, 
together with our citizens, has won the challenge of sustainability!

Co-creating Reggio Emilia’s SDG Story

Read Reggio Emilia’s full 
SDG Story

Photo credit: GG4C partner Reggio Emilia

https://urbact.eu/articles/sdg-story-reggio-emilia
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Heraklion’s SDG Story: local 
news from 2031   
In Heraklion (Greece) the vision was developed in two steps: fi rst in a 
face-to-face meeting with local stakeholders gathering ideas for how 
they imagine the city of Heraklion in 2031, related to the following pre-
selected topics: Education and Lifelong Learning, Culture – Tourism – 
Sports, Entrepreneurship – Innovation – Development. 

Based on the inputs, the local team prepared a future newspaper article 
that was reviewed and validated by the URBACT local stakeholder group 

Read the full 
SDG Story

Photo credit: GG4C partner Heraklion

Read the full SDG Story 
Photo credit: GG4C 
partner Heraklion in an 
online meeting. 

The newspaper article 
tells the story of a trans-
formed city, where resi-
dents enjoy sustainable 
transport, digital services 
and green areas, while 
the city has become a 
world leading sustainable 
tourist destination. 

https://www.heraklion.gr/municipality/globalgoalsforcities/sdgstory032022.html
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A market of goals and targets in 
Trim to create their SDG Story  
The local team from Trim (Ireland) was inspired by how a local vision 
had been developed in the city of Marcoussis (France), where local 
residents were given fi ctional money to “shop” for local priorities regar-
ding the future of the city (see the acknowledgements and credits for 
details on this methodology). 

In Trim, they decided to set up the “Trim vision shop”, and wanted to do 
this face-to-face, but were prevented by Covid restrictions in 2021. So 
they adapted and moved the shop online.  

The fi rst step was to create a local currency, the 100 Trim Euro note: 
‘Truro’! Participants in the exercise could spend up to 100 Truros in the 
shop – no more than that. This limitation was part of raising awareness 
of the need to work with limited resources. 

The “products” off ered in the shop included: the SDG targets, pre-selected 
challenges and strengths related to the city’s sustainable development, 
and the 5 Ps of the 2030 Agenda (People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and 
Partnerships). They also added the Imagination Sundial developed by 
Rob Hopkins. 

30 secondary school students and around 10 local stakeholder repre-
sentatives participated in the online shopping exercise. The cashier 
receipts from the Trim vision shop could then be used to develop their 
SDG Story. 

Read Trim’s SDG 
Story

Photo credit: GG4C partner Trim (Meath County)

https://urbact.eu/articles/sdg-story-trim
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Breaking policy silos through 
the SDG Story in Gävle   
In Gävle (Sweden) – following years of experience with both sustainable 
urban development and the 2030 Agenda – the approach to SDG loca-
lisation is focussed on enabling improved policy coherence and sustai-
nability governance in the municipal organisation. This involves increased 
collaboration and shared results across their strategic programmes. 

But how to translate this ambition into a story? In Gävle, they took the 
opportunity to use the creation of a shared SDG Story as a way to bring 
their three sustainability programmes closer together.

Gävle’s SDG Story thus became the first joint product among the 
colleagues working on Social, Economic and Environmental Sustainability 
Programmes. A great starting point for continuing to bring them under the 
same management and performance framework and work increasingly 
across policy domains.  

The story was produced using an animated video about “the good life” 
in the growing city of Gävle. 

Sample story boards from Gävle’s 
animated SDG Story

Watch Gävle’s full SDG Story 

The local context of a growing port city located on the east 
coast of Sweden.

The whole of society contributes to the goals, while natural 
resources are protected.

https://www.youtube.com/supported_browsers?next_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DCxIKAdcuv7c
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Acknowledgements and Credits 
for Module 3   
This section uses the URBACT Toolbox’s “Planning Actions” section to 
support cities develop a shared vision. 

   See: https://urbact.eu/toolbox-home/planning-actions 

In addition, inspiration has been taken from the vision of the city of Espoo 
(Finland), where the city vision is framed as the Espoo Story. Espoo is 
one of GG4C’s Lighthouse Cities. 

   See: https://www.espoo.fi /en/city-espoo/espoo-story 

Methodologies and tools have also been provided and developed 
with support from Christophe Gouache, URBACT Lead Expert and Senior 
Designer and Researcher at Strategic Design Scenarios. In particular, 
the visioning workshop method presented in this Module has been 
adapted from the Visions+21 toolbox, a product co-created by Strategic 
Design Scenarios and the French Ministry for Ecological Transition 
and Solidarity, together with other partners.

   See: https://www.strategicdesignscenarios.net/visions21-toolkit/ 

   The Visions+21 toolbox is available open source, under the license  
  Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0). 
  See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.  

The methodology to develop a market of priorities with an imaginary 
currency – presented through the example from Trim (Ireland) in this 
Module – has been inspired by materials presented by Christophe 
Gouache, referring to an example from Marcoussis (France). The approach 
is described in the following article:

   See: Gouache, C. (2022). Imagining the future with citizens: 
participatory foresight and democratic policy design in Marcoussis, France. 
Policy Design and Practice, 5(1), 66-85.

Examples from Global Goals for Cities partners are based on the results 
from their participation in the URBACT project. For a full list of names by 
city, please see the Acknowledgements in Module 0.

https://urbact.eu/toolbox-home/planning-actions
https://www.espoo.fi/en/city-espoo/espoo-story
https://www.strategicdesignscenarios.net/visions21-toolkit/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/





